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In contrast to the considerable data we possess on the inmates of mental hospitals, "nursing" homes, ships, prisons and other forms of what Goffman calls "total institutions," we know very little about the lives of individuals released from these establishments. While accounts of life on the ward and in the cell block provide us with some indication of man's fate in these settings and suggest that discharged inmates may be influenced by institutional experiences, only a few descriptions of institutionally affected behavior can be found in the poorly documented literature on the ex-inmate. For the most part, the difficulties involved in studying released inmates outside institutional contexts account for the weaknesses in our data on their lives. And though the following discussion of the ship's ex-inmates is based on ethnographic data collected in a situation lacking many of these problems, it may be worthwhile for our purposes to examine some of these research difficulties.

One problem involved in learning about discharged inmates is the sheer amount of detective work usually required to trace their whereabouts. Since individuals leaving total institutions seldom fail to take advantage of their increased spatial mobility, subsequent attempts to find them often devour time and funds at Gargantuan rates. In addition, there are always some released inmates who resist all research efforts and refuse to be found. Consequently, investigators of post-institutional
LIFE OFTEN DEAL WITH BIASED SAMPLES COMPOSED OF THE MOST EASILY
TRACED EX-INMATES. A RECENT ILLUSTRATION OF THIS PROBLEM IS PROVIDED
BY THE ANTHROPOLOGIST WHO DISCOVERED THAT NEARLY FIFTY PERCENT OF THE
DISCHARGED INMATES HE SOUGHT HAD MOVED BEYOND THE FIFTY-MILE LIMIT
OF HIS SEARCH AREA.

WHILE FINDING THE RELEASED INMATE SOLVES ONE PRACTICAL PROBLEM,
IT OFTEN INTRODUCES ANOTHER SET OF METHODOLOGICAL DIFFICULTIES FOR
THE INVESTIGATOR. BECAUSE THE EX-INMATE, UNLIKE THE INSTITUTIONALIZED
INMATE, IS RARELY FOUND IN SETTINGS WHERE HIS BEHAVIOR CAN BE EASILY
OBSERVED AND RECORDED, ATTEMPTS TO LEARN ABOUT HIS LIFE USUALLY
INVOLVE THE EXTENSIVE USE OF INTERVIEW SCHEDULES AND QUESTIONNAIRES.
ALTHOUGH MANY INVESTIGATORS WOULD UNDOUBTEDLY PREFER TO UTILIZE
OBSERVATIONAL TECHNIQUES TO STUDY INDIVIDUALS DISCHARGED FROM
INSTITUTIONAL ENVIRONMENTS, THEY FREQUENTLY HAVE NO CHOICE IN THE
MATTER AND MUST RELY ON VERBAL ACCOUNTS OF POST-INSTITUTIONAL
BEHAVIOR. OF COURSE, THE RESULTS FROM SUCH STUDIES ARE SUBJECT TO
THE CRITICISMS APPROPRIATE TO RESEARCH BASED ON DATA GATHERED IN THE
CONFINES OF THE INTERVIEW AND QUESTIONNAIRE SITUATION.

THE RECENT DEVELOPMENT OF "HALFWAY HOUSE" PROGRAMS FOR SOME
RELEASED PRISONERS AND MENTAL PATIENTS MAY REPRESENT PARTIAL SOLUTIONS
TO SOME OF THESE RESEARCH PROBLEMS. THESE PROGRAMS, WHICH OFTEN
HOUSE GROUPS OF DISCHARGED INMATES IN COMMUNITY-LIKE SETTINGS, PROVIDE
INVESTIGATORS WITH SITUATIONS LACKING SEVERAL OF THE METHODOLOGICAL
DIFFICULTIES ENCOUNTERED IN THE STUDY OF OTHER EX-INMATES. BUT THERE
IS ONE MAJOR DISADVANTAGE INVOLVED IN RESEARCH ON THESE PROGRAMS. IT
IS REPRESENTED BY THE INSTITUTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE HALFWAY
HOUSE. THUS THE FINDINGS FROM STUDIES OF THESE ESTABLISHMENTS, THOUGH
By focusing our attention on the structural features suspected of stabilizing the institution and isolating it from society-at-large, we may have ignored some of the processes which act to change total institutions and to link them with the world outside their bounds. In addition, perceiving the institution as a closed, isolated and unchanging unit is essential to the investigator who wishes to maintain the illusion that he is dealing with a human group in a situation where many non-controlled variables are absent. This researcher has a vested interest in presenting his audience with a particular picture of institutionalized man. Thus, adding to the literature on the ex-inmate, would be of doubtful value in locating the sources of institutionally affected behavior. In other words, an action by the halfway house resident could be validly interpreted as a reaction to the institutional environment of the prison, of the mental hospital or of the halfway house itself.

Nevertheless, studies of these establishments could tell us something about the life of the ex-inmate and in view of our limited knowledge of his world, it is indeed disappointing that so few of these programs have been explored. But the neglected halfway house is by no means an isolated phenomenon: it is mirrored in other instances where researchers apparently overlooked or ignored opportunities for studying released inmates. These cases suggest that our limited understanding of the lives of persons discharged from total institutions may have something to do with a reluctance in some quarters to extend research efforts beyond the boundaries of these establishments.

In one way, the neglected ex-inmate may be one consequence of our preoccupation with the less dynamic implications of the total institution concept. By focusing our attention on the structural features suspected of stabilizing the institution and isolating it from society-at-large, we may have ignored some of the processes which act to change total institutions and to link them with the world outside their bounds. In addition, perceiving the institution as a closed, isolated and unchanging unit is essential to the investigator who wishes to maintain the illusion that he is dealing with a human group in a situation where many non-controlled variables are absent. This researcher has a vested interest in presenting his audience with a particular picture of institutionalized man. Thus,
IT IS NO ACCIDENT THAT THE FEATURES FOR HIS MODEL OF INMATE LIFE ARE DRAWN FROM THE MOST LIFELESS AREAS OF OLD FOLKS' HOMES AND THE MOST STAGNANT BACKWARDS OF MENTAL HOSPITALS. ADMITTEDLY, THE LIVES OF THESE PEOPLE ARE Seldom EXPOSED TO PROCESSES OF CHANGE OR THE WORLD BEYOND THEIR BEDSIDES, BUT THEY REPRESENT ONLY ONE CATEGORY OF INMATE: THOSE WHO GROW OLD AND DIE IN INSTITUTIONAL SETTINGS.

ONE OF THE MORE DYNAMIC CONTRASTS TO THIS INMATE CATEGORY IS PROVIDED BY THOSE INDIVIDUALS WHOSE CAREERS ARE MARKED BY SEQUENCES OF INSTITUTIONAL ENTRANCES AND EXITS. INCLUDED IN THIS GROUP ARE PROFESSIONAL SEAMEN, RECIDIVISTIC CONVICTS, READMITTED PATIENTS AND OTHER PERSONS WHO REPEATEDLY SHUTTLE BETWEEN INSTITUTIONAL AND NON-INSTITUTIONAL ENVIRONMENTS. THE COMINGS AND GOINGS OF THESE INDIVIDUALS REPRESENT PROCESSES WHICH APPEAR TO HAVE LITTLE IN COMMON WITH THE STATIC AND ISOLATED PHENOMENA OFTEN ASSOCIATED WITH LIFE IN TOTAL INSTITUTIONS. WHILE GOFFMAN'S CLASSIC WORK ON THE CAREER PROCESSES TRANSCENDING THE BOUNDARIES OF THE MENTAL HOSPITAL DEVOTED SOME ATTENTION TO THESE RECIDIVISTIC EX-INMATES, RELATIVELY LITTLE HAS BEEN PUBLISHED ABOUT THIS GROUP SINCE THAT TIME. IN SOME WAY, IT CAN BE SUSPECTED THAT THE LIVES OF THESE PERSONS MAY REPRESENT ONE OF THE CLEAREST ILLUSTRATIONS OF THE INSTITUTION'S INFLUENCE ON HUMAN BEHAVIOR.

THE FOLLOWING DESCRIPTION OF RECIDIVISTIC EX-INMATES IS DRAWN FROM AN ONGOING PARTICIPANT OBSERVATIONAL STUDY OF UNEMPLOYED SEAMEN LIVING IN SEVERAL SAILORS' TAVERNS ON THE WATERFRONT OF A EUROPEAN PORT. IT IS BASED ON DATA COLLECTED DURING SEVEN MONTHS OF RESEARCH IN THIS AREA AND FIVE MONTHS OF RESEARCH ABOARD A CARGO VESSEL IN THE NORTH ATLANTIC. THIS ACCOUNT OF THE LIFEWAYS OF THESE MEN, WHO HAVE LEFT THE TOTAL INSTITUTION OF THE SHIP AND CHOSEN TO LIVE IN
THESE BOARDINGHOUSE-TAVERNS, IS INCOMPLETE AT THIS TIME. HOWEVER, IT DOES SUGGEST SOME OF THE WAYS THESE SEAMEN MAY HAVE BEEN AFFECTED BY THEIR INSTITUTIONAL EXPERIENCES. BECAUSE THE INTERRELATION OF THE SHIP TO THE LIVES OF THESE EX-INMATES IS ONLY PARTIALLY UNDERSTOOD AT THIS POINT, THE FOLLOWING IS INTENDED AS A PRELIMINARY STATEMENT OF A FEW FINDINGS FROM THIS STUDY.

Seamen paying off merchant vessels, like other inmates leaving total institutions, usually return home. However, there are some discharged seamen who never go home and from this group are drawn the lodgers of the sailors' taverns found in many of world's seaports. While many of these men do not explain why they stay away from their home societies, those who do give reasons for not going home can be sorted into the following categories.

One group, a traditional source of recruits for the shipping industry, is composed of those persons who face imprisonment and other penalties for political crimes in their home societies. Another category is represented by the seamen who wish to avoid military service or penalties for petty offences committed in his home society. Another group, with some roots in the Third World, is composed of those sailors who can not or will not pay the funds necessary for travelling home. A final category is represented by the seamen who have some sort of personal reason for not returning home.

In many ports, some of these discharged seamen reside as paying or non-paying boarders in private homes. Frequently, many of these men live in marital or consensual unions with local females. In a few ports, some of these seamen move into the clubs and hotels which are operated by religious and non-secular agencies for seamen. And in several of the world's ports, some of these men lodge in sailors'
TAVERNS.

The boardinghouse-tavern with its seafaring lodgers has an interesting history. Sailors' taverns and bars have been part of the unemployed seaman's life in European ports for the past two centuries, and there is some reason to believe that drinking establishments have been providing seafarers with living accommodations for hundreds of years. Fictional descriptions of Nineteenth Century versions of these establishments are found in the works of Herman Melville, while more contemporary accounts of sailors' taverns may be pieced together from the writings of Eugene O'Neill.

In a recently published history of seamen and sailing ships, the sailors' taverns of Nineteenth Century Europe were described as:

... rather simple boardinghouses for seamen. The chief, the boardingmaster, provided the seamen living in his establishment with food, lodging and a considerable amount of drink. He also took it upon himself to make sure that his guests obtained berths on other ships and returned to the sea once again....In many instances, the boardinghouse was run purely to cheat the seamen. Keeping accounts of the seamen's debts to the boardingmaster was a swindle and the seaman would often have to pay for things he had received as well as for things he had not received. In the end, he was sent to sea once more and the boardingmaster could put most of the wages advanced to the seaman in his own pocket.

Another account of this period contains a drawing of the interior of a sailors' tavern found in a European port. This picture shows a group of the tavern's lodgers, seated around a table, talking and drinking. Some of these seamen are dressed in work clothes, while others are clad in suits and vests. Behind them, on the tavern wall hang pictures of sailing ships.

Accounts of Twentieth Century sailors' taverns may be found in some guidebooks for tourists as well as in a few works by writers.
CLAIMING INTEREST IN THE MENTAL, PHYSICAL AND SPIRITUAL WELL-BEING OF THE SEAMAN. FREQUENTLY, THESE DESCRIPTIONS ARE DEVOTED TO THE EVIL AND THE EXCITEMENT SUPPOSEDLY FOUND IN TAVERNS AND THOUGH THEY SAY SOMETHING ABOUT THE VALUES OF THEIR AUTHORS, THEY ARE OF LITTLE HELP IN LEARNING ABOUT THE LIVES OF THE SEAMEN LODGING IN THESE ESTABLISHMENTS.

SEVERAL FINDINGS FROM THE STUDY OF SAILOR LIFE REPORTED IN THIS PAPER SUGGEST THAT MANY FEATURES OF TAVERN LIFE HAVE NOT CHANGED SINCE THE 1800'S. FOR EXAMPLE, ONLY A FEW ALTERATIONS ARE NEEDED TO BRING THE PICTURE OF THE NINETEENTH CENTURY SAILORS' TAVERN UP TO DATE. WHILE THE STYLES OF THE SUITS AND WORK CLOTHES WORN BY TODAY'S LODGERS HAVE CHANGED AND THOUGH AERIAL PHOTOS OF TANKERS AND BULK CARRIERS HAVE REPLACED THE WOODCUTS OF SAILING SHIPS ON THE TAVERN WALLS, LITTLE ELSE HAS CHANGED IN THE TAVERN'S OUTWARD APPEARANCE.

LIVING ARRANGEMENTS FOR LODGERS HAVE BEEN SLIGHTLY MODIFIED SINCE THE 1800'S. BOARDINGMASTERS HAVE BEEN REPLACED BY THE MEN AND WOMEN OPERATING TODAY'S TAVERN, BUT THE DEBTOR-CREDITOR RELATIONSHIP OF THE LODGER TO THE PROPRIETOR REMAINS UNCHANGED. IT IS STILL UNDERSTOOD THAT THE EARNINGS FROM THE SEAMAN'S NEXT SHIP WILL BE USED TO PAY BACK MOST, IF NOT ALL, OF HIS LODGING AND DRINKING DEBTS TO THE PROPRIETOR. RECENTLY DEVELOPED PROGRAMS OF UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION FOR SOME SEAMEN HAVE MODIFIED THIS REPAYMENT PATTERN IN SOME WAYS. THUS A LODGER RECEIVING FINANCIAL BENEFITS FROM THESE PROGRAMS CAN THEORETICALLY REDUCE HIS INDEBTEDNESS TO THE TAVERN PROPRIETOR DURING THE PERIOD THESE DEBTS ARE INCURRED. BUT MANY OF THE SEAMEN WHO COULD PAY BACK THEIR TAVERN DEBTS IN THIS MANNER DO NOT USE THEIR UNEMPLOYMENT BENEFITS FOR THIS PURPOSE. INSTEAD, THEY,
LIKE THEIR NINETEENTH CENTURY COUNTERPARTS, REPAY TAVERN DEBTS FROM THE EARNINGS OF THEIR NEXT SHIP.

The women found in many of today's sailors' taverns represent a feature of the lodger's life sometimes mentioned, but seldom described, in earlier accounts of these establishments. Although there is some overlap, these women are either the operators or barmaids of the tavern. Typically, these roles are often closely related and thus it is unusual to encounter a tavern's proprietress who has not been a barmaid during some period of her life. Usually, though not always, the older women operate taverns while younger women work as barmaids. Often, some female tavern operators are assisted by the inactive seamen who are their marital or consensual mates. Consequently, it is not at all uncommon to find tavern populations composed of male lodgers, male and female proprietors, and female servants.

It is doubtful whether "serving girl" is a term accurately characterizing the barmaids encountered in sailors' taverns. Although these women often tend bar, wait on tables, and clean the tavern's drinking areas, they seldom receive wages for performing these services. Instead, most of their earnings come from a fixed percentage of the drinks which are purchased for them by visiting customers as well as by the tavern's lodgers. As a result of this arrangement, much of the barmaid's working time is spent in the company of her drinking partners.

Since drinking with men provides the barmaid with the primary source of her income, it could be expected that some tavern services, such as bartending, would suffer. But this rarely occurs because the tavern's lodgers often take the barmaid's place and act as
Bartenders, waiters, and porters. In those taverns where barmaids are not found, this feature of tavern life is most obvious. Here the seamen lodging in these establishments are the only persons who wait on tables, serve drinks, and receive payment for these drinks from customers.

In addition to handling cash, the seamen acting in these roles also keep written records of their drinking debts as well as those of their fellow lodgers in the tavern's ledger. Even though the seamen providing these services to the tavern's customers are unpaid, there is often considerable competition among lodgers for these jobs and their accompanying responsibilities.

While it may be accurate in a very crude sense to describe lodgers in these taverns as vacationing seamen, our data indicate that it would be a mistake to dismiss these establishments simply as hotels or boardinghouses for sailors between ships. For hundreds of years, seamen coming on land have been living in places like these and there is some evidence to suggest that a sailors' tavern provides its lodger with a great deal more than food, drink, and a place to sleep. At this point in the research, there are indications that some aspects of the tavern's relationship to its ex-inmate lodgers can be understood in terms of solutions and opportunities. In other words, the tavern provides its lodgers with solutions to some of their post-release problems and opportunities for dealing with some of the institution's effects on their behavior. While only a few of these relationships can be outlined here, more detailed descriptions of the tavern's links to the total institution of the ship await presentation in other papers.
LIKE OTHER INDIVIDUALS WHO ARE OR EXPECT TO BE DISCHARGED FROM INSTITUTIONAL ENVIRONMENTS, SEAMEN PAYING OFF SHIPS FACE TWO SORTS OF PROBLEMS: THE MATERIAL AND THE PSYCHOLOGICAL. IMMEDIATE MATERIAL PROBLEMS FOR MOST RELEASED INMATES OFTEN INVOLVE FINDING PLACES TO LIVE AND WORK. THEIR PSYCHOLOGICAL PROBLEMS, ON THE OTHER HAND, ARE NOT AS EASY TO IDENTIFY OR TO SOLVE. "RELEASE ANXIETY" IS THE RUBRIC SOMETIMES EMPLOYED TO DESCRIBE THESE DIFFICULTIES, BUT THIS LABEL MAY HAVE TOO MANY ASSOCIATIONS WITH INSTITUTIONAL CONTEXTS TO BE USEFUL FOR UNDERSTANDING POST-RELEASE PROBLEMS. FROM ONE VIEWPOINT, THESE PSYCHOLOGICAL DIFFICULTIES MIGHT BE UNDERSTOOD AS THE GRAND TOTAL OF FEARS AND ANXieties FELT BY THE INMATE AND EX-INMATE ABOUT THEIR "LACK OF FIT" WITH THE PATTERNS OF THE OUTSIDE WORLD. THE DISCHARGED SEAMEN, IN CONTRAST TO OTHER RELEASED INMATES WHO LACK ACCESS TO SIMILAR ESTABLISHMENTS, CAN OFTEN FIND SOLUTIONS OR PARTIAL SOLUTIONS TO SOME OF THESE PSYCHOLOGICAL AND MATERIAL PROBLEMS IN THE SAILORS' TAVERN.

FOR EXAMPLE, THE BOARDING FUNCTION OF THE TAVERN OBVIOUSLY SATISFIES THE IMMEDIATE HOUSING NEEDS OF PAID-OFF SAILORS. FOR ITS FIRST-TIME LODGER, THE TAVERN MAY BE JUST A PLACE TO LIVE. BUT FOR THE SEAMAN RETURNING TO A PARTICULAR TAVERN FOR THE FIFTH OR TENTH TIME, IT IS MORE THAN A BOARDINGHOUSE. IT HAS BECOME HIS HOME BETWEEN SHIPS. OFTEN, THESE SEAMEN WILL TRAVEL GREAT DISTANCES FROM PAY-OFF PORTS SO THAT THEY MAY ENJOY "HOMECOMINGS" AT THESE TAVERNS AND IT IS NOT UNCOMMON FOR THEM TO REFER TO THESE ESTABLISHMENTS AS "HOMES" WITHOUT THE SLIGHTEST TRACES OF SELF-CONSCIOUSNESS.

IN ADDITION, THE TAVERN OFTEN FURNISHES ITS LODGER WITH A PLACE TO WORK. FREQUENTLY, A SEAMAN ENTERING THE TAVERN LEAVES A SHIP WHERE HE MAY HAVE WORKED FOR HUNDREDS OF DAYS WITHOUT RESPITE. THUS
THE MINOR UNPAID JOBS HE PERFORMS AROUND THE TAVERN, THOUGH SELDOM EXPRESSED AS SUCH, MAY PROVIDE HIM WITH A RELEASE FOR SOME OF THE UNEASINESS WHICH OFTEN ACCOMPANIES HIS SUDDEN AND UNACCUSTOMED INACTIVITY. ALSO, PLAYING THE ROLES OF BARTENDERS AND WAITERS IN THE TAVERN MAY HAVE SOME PSYCHOLOGICAL BENEFITS FOR MEN WHOSE PREVIOUS IDENTITIES HAVE BEEN SO TIGHTLY LINKED TO SHIPBOARD ROLES.

Another psychological aspect of the tavern's workings appears to involve the roles played by the women found in these establishments. Generally, a lodger comes to the tavern after living for some time in an institution with an exclusively male inmate population. The psychological aftermath of this particular institutional experience is frequently represented by the seaman's anxious and hostile fears about women. In the sailors' tavern, lodgers with problems of this sort are often able to act out some of their feelings with the females who work in or operate these places. Even though participation in these performances can be mentally and physically painful for the barmaid and the proprietress, they seldom refuse to take part in these tavern "psychodramas." One factor which might account for the involvement of the women in these situations may be their financial relationships to the lodgers. While the barmaid is only partially dependent on the lodgers for her livelihood, most of the earnings of the female tavern operator come from her lodgers. Another possible reason for the participation by some of the tavern's women in these performances may have something to do with their own psychological problems. For instance, some of the tavern females who specialize in playing "mother" roles are women who have lost or abandoned their own children. Thus the backgrounds of its men and women suggest that some of the tavern's psychological functions involve two sets of complementary needs: those
OF ITS LODGERS AND THOSE OF ITS STAFF.

THIS LODGER-STAFF DICHOTOMY IS ONE OF THE MANY RETentions OF INSTITUTIONAL LIFE FOUND IN THE SAILORS' TAVERN. SO FAR, ANALYSIS OF THE INSTITUTIONAL FACETS OF TAVERN LIFE SUGGESTS THAT SEVERAL OF THESE FEATURES MAY BE RELATED TO WHAT SOME STUDENTS OF THE TOTAL INSTITUTION HAVE DESCRIBED AS "DISCULTURATION." FOLLOWING GOFFMAN'S DEFINITION OF THESE PHENOMENA, THE DISCULTURATED PERSON IS THAT DISCHARGED INMATE WHOSE INSTITUTIONAL EXPERIENCES HAVE RENDERED HIM INCAPABLE OF MANAGING CERTAIN FEATURES OF LIFE IN THE OUTSIDE SOCIETY. FOR MANY EX-INMATES, THESE INABILITIES TO PERFORM SOCIALLY REQUIRED BEHAVIORS MAY BE TEMPORARY CONDITIONS. BUT FOR OTHERS, THERE ARE INDICATIONS THAT THESE INCAPACITIES MAY CONSTITUTE MORE PERMANENT PROBLEMS.

FROM ONE PERSPECTIVE, THE DISCULTURATED INDIVIDUAL MAY BE VIEWED AS THAT EX-INMATE WHO HAS LEARNED TO PLAY HIS INSTITUTIONAL ROLE TOO WELL. Thus THE WIFE OF THE DISCHARGED MENTAL PATIENT COMPLAINING ABOUT HER HUSBAND'S LIVING ROOM BEHAVIOR MAY NOT REALIZE THAT HIS MUTED, SMILING PASSIVITY SERVED AS HIS PASSPORT FOR RELEASE FROM A CLEAN, TIGHTLY SCHEDULED WARD WHERE SILENCE REIGNED SUPREME. THESE COMPLAINTS ABOUT INAPPROPRIATE BEHAVIOR, INMATE WORRIES ABOUT RELEASE, AND "DISCULTURATION" MAY REPRESENT DIFFERENT ASPECTS OF A SINGLE PROBLEM: THAT IS, THE REAL OR IMAGINARY DISHARMONY BETWEEN A PERSON'S INSTITUTIONALLY LEARNED BEHAVIORS AND THE LIFEWAYS OF SOCIETY-AT-LARGE. ALL DISCHARGED INMATES MUST DEAL WITH THIS PROBLEM IN ONE WAY OR ANOTHER, BUT TAVERN LODGERS MAY BE ONE OF THE FEW GROUPS OF EX-INMATES WHO POSSESS TRADITIONAL MEANS FOR HANDLING SOME OF ITS EFFECTS.

PRIMARILY, THE TAVERN HELPS ITS LODGERS TO MEET THESE DIFFICULTIES

IN ADDITION, THERE ARE OTHER FEATURES OF TAVERN LIFE WHICH APPEAR TO ASSIST THE LODGER IN DEALING WITH HIS POST-INSTITUTIONAL PROBLEMS. ONE OF THESE MAY BE THE FAMILY-LIKE ARRANGEMENTS OF YOUNGER LODGERS AND OLDER MALE AND FEMALE PROPRIETORS FOUND IN SOME SAILORS' TAVERNS. ANOTHER MAY BE REPRESENTED BY THOSE ASPECTS OF TAVERN LIFE WHICH RESEMBLE FEATURES OF HALFWAY HOUSE PROGRAMS. A THIRD FEATURE MAY INVOLVE THE PSYCHOLOGICAL CONSEQUENCES OF CERTAIN TAVERN RITUALS. HOWEVER, THESE FEATURES AND THE ROLES THEY MAY PLAY FOR TAVERN LODGERS ARE NOT FULLY UNDERSTOOD AT THIS POINT OF THE RESEARCH.
So far, it is apparent that the lives of these lodgers can not be understood in relation to the tavern alone. Because of its medial position between the ship and the outside society, the tavern possesses many characteristics which assume meaning only when they are viewed from a research perspective embracing both of these social worlds. In this respect, ethnography's requirement that a researcher share the existence of the people he studies has had an obvious significance. For example, it is doubtful whether the public aspects of tavern eating, sleeping, working and playing could be fully appreciated by an investigator who has never participated in the shipboard versions of these activities. Similarly, the tavern's lack of scheduled activities for its lodgers might seem insignificant to the researcher whose own life has never been ruled by the dictates of the ship's watch system for months on end. Although a non-ethnographic approach to the sailors' tavern would be of some value, it is doubtful whether the findings from this sort of research could substitute for the insights gained through ethnographic exposure to both the land and the sea conditions of the lodger's life. The value of this sort of approach has long been appreciated by students of inmate life. In his preface to Asylums, Goffman advises:

It . . . is my belief that any group of persons—prisoners, primitives, pilots, or patients—develop a life of their own that becomes meaningful, reasonable, and normal once you get close to it, and that a good way to learn about any of these worlds is to submit oneself in the company of the members to the daily round of petty contingencies to which they are subject.

Finally, the ethnographic study of some of these tavern lodgers ashore and at sea has indicated that their lifeways bear little resemblance to the frozen models of inmate life sometimes found in
THE LITERATURE. Instead, the findings of this research have suggested that a processual model of institutional and non-institutional life may be necessary to understand the careers of recidivistic inmates. Hopefully, the development of this model will then add to our knowledge of the ways in which man is molded and marked by the total institution.
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